Notes of YNPSG2 meeting held on the 17th September 2018
Dear All
Thanks to everyone who could make our brief meeting on Monday.
Just to recap for those who weren't there:
It was agreed that we would work towards a plan that had a shared interest with Ford in terms of
facilities and green infrastructure but not a long term coalescence. It was agreed both Parishes should
retain their own identity and enhance their individual character and points of difference which should
be used as a positive for both settlements.
We agreed that for our next meeting everyone would consider the 'future vision for Yapton' and how
to achieve this through some core objectives. Everyone was going to bring with them 3-5 sentences
- TWO VISION STATEMENTS ie what defines Yapton in your eyes
- THREE OBJECTIVES - how best to achieve your vision
It is from this point that we can start to explore evidence collecting to see whether objectives can be
met or whether in fact the evidence points us in a different direction.
I have attached some guidance documents from the Government NP group called Locality (
neighbourhoodplanning.org) which you may find useful. I would recommend the main document Neighbourhood Plans Road Map, the others are more specific to interest areas such as green space,
traffic, design etc.
Our aim is to have a discussion around these statements which should then led us into a line of
questioning for a full residents' questionnaire to go into the November Yapton News Magazine. I have
attached the original questionaire from the current YNP which will give everyone a good idea of where
we should end up.
Finally, dates please for 5th, 7th, 9th or 10th October 7pm village hall if there's a room (Andrew?)
I believe once we have had this decision it would be very useful to update Neil and see how he
believes we should start to go forward.
Any comments please let me know as we are all part of this process - there's no right of wrong way.
Thanks
Vickyh
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